ACTIVE SHOOTERS — HOW CLOSE ARE THEY?
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ABSTRACT

Recent terrorist attacks in the United States, Canada and Western Europe have shown an increase in the incidence of “Active Shooters” [1]. These ruthless and desperate assassins usually attack urban and poorly protected areas (lack of armed protection) that are densely populated [2]. Utilizing their strength, they realize that their plan is to maximize the number of casualties, without counting on the consequences of their actions. The basis of their action may be based on extremely radical views. Frequent outcomes for active shooters include suicide during an attack (90%) or the resolution of the threat by the authorities [3]. In response to the ever-increasing number of assassinations and the risk of such incidents in one’s immediate surroundings, comprehensive education should be widely spread. Thus, it is important to promote appropriate behaviour, rules of reaction during an attack by an armed assailant, as well as cooperation with incoming service personnel. Such actions will not only help one prevent, but also allow one to prepare for such incidences.
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WHO IS AN ACTIVE SHOOTER?

An active shooter is a mass murderer whose goal is to generate as many casualties as possible. The target of the active shooter is typically a closed space characterized by a large concentration of potential victims [2]. This allows the attacker to kill many people in a short time-frame. An example is the action of James Holmes at a cinema in Aurora, Colorado, USA, who killed 12 people and injured 58 in under 15 minutes. In addition, Sueng-Hui killed 33 people, including himself, in less than 11 minutes.

An active shooter is usually a man < 45 years old. Regarding school premises, the perpetrators are predominantly teenagers aged 15–19, while outside school premises the age varies between 35–44 [2, 4]. Psychological profiles identify such attackers as emotionally unstable and acting due to political, ideological or religious causes, as well as being sometimes guided by imaginary or real motives of revenge [1, 5]. Studies have also shown that the perpetrator usually causes self-harm (98% of the incidents) [3]. The attacker is often solitary, isolated from society, and displays increased levels of frustration. In addition, the perpetrator is unpredictable and difficult to foresee their activities. The reasons for the actions of an active shooter may be as a result of the desire to commit suicide, or due to feelings of loneliness, anxiety or depression [6]. It is difficult to fully determine the motive behind an attack, as about 90% of active shooter incidents
end in suicide or shooting of the perpetrator by the
authorities [3].

It is certain that an active shooter does not kill
for material gain, does not take hostages, does not
negotiate, and whose sole purpose is to kill as many
people as possible with no consequence regarding
his or her actions.

Perpetrators often prepare for months in order
to fulfill their plans, such as analyzing the location of
the attack, evacuation routes, potential arrival times,
as well as the potential population at risk. There
have also been cases where the perpetrator pre-
pared for an attack during intensive firearm training
and while being member of a shooting club.

To accomplish their task, 80% of the attackers used
large weapons while 75% used multiple weapons. On
average, active shooters use three weapons. Depend-
ing on the region and relevant laws, such weapons
were acquired legally or through criminal activity. In
addition, attackers secured a large amount of addi-
tional ammunition and explosives, which were impro-
vised to their desired specification. They conducted
attacks wearing masks, camouflage gear, while being
protected by bulletproof vests (Tab. 1) [3].

HOW TO BEHAVE DURING AN EVENT WITH
AN ACTIVE SHOOTER?

During an active shooter attack, the outcome of
life and death of victims may be determined within
seconds. This is the time when quick and rational
decisions should be made. It is important to keep
calm and not to panic. Although direct contact
with an assassin ends in death 99.9% of the time,
there was an incident where an attacker, Andreas Breivik spared the life of a Pole, Adrian Pracoń. The
reason for Andreas Breivik sparing Adrian Pracoń’s
life stemmed from Adrian Pracoń’s distinctive appear-
ance displaying “Norwegian roots”. Moreover, Bre-
vik broke the existing rules regarding active killers as
he did not resist arrest and immediately put himself
into the hands of police officers. As a result, the
event of Andreas Breivik’s attack did not lead to
a mass murder.

Recommendations regarding one’s reaction in
the presence of an active shooter in one’s area must
be based on a reasonable and well-thought-out
plan. In this situation, there are three possible forms
of reaction:

1. Escape:
   — Make sure you have a safe escape route availa-
   ble;
   — Run as far as possible from the threat;
   — Evacuate the scene regardless of whether others
   agree with your decision;
   — Leave your belongings behind;
   — Keep a phone with you;
   — Help others to escape;
   — Hide while bullets are being shot;
   — Call the emergency services and provide informa-
   tion regarding the following:
   • The location and number of attackers;
   • A physical description of the attacker(s);
   • The number and type of weapons used by
   the perpetrators;
   • The number of potential victims at the scene
   of the incident.

2. Hiding:
   — If evacuation is not possible, look for a place
to hide;
   — Do not fall into a trap that will prevent you
   from moving;

3. Staying where you are:
   — Do not participate in any rescue activities;
   — Do not come out from your hiding place to
   open any windows or doors;
   — Do not turn on the lights or electronic devi-
ses;
   — Do not communicate with the perpetrator;
   — Do not spread any information about your
   location;
   — Get in contact with your family using a pre-
   planned code word.

Table 1. Active shooter incidents. Source: Own study by M. Sip, M. Dabrowski

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
<th>Injured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Reia Club, Istanbul, Turkey</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Bataclan Theater, Paris, France</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Charlie Hebdo, Paris, France</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Cinema, Aurora, Colorado, USA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Utoya Island, Oslo, Norway</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Rio de Janeiro, Brazil</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Tucson, Arizona, USA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Fort Hood, Texas, USA</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Virginia, USA</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Columbine High School, Colorado, USA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
— If you are in an office, try to lock and block the door (using heavy furniture);
— If you are in a corridor, try to get to the nearest room with a lockable door;
— Mute your phone and all sources of noise (i.e. radios);
— Turn off the lights;
— Keep silent and calm;
— Call the emergency services.

3. Fight:
— As a last resort with immediate threat to life, try to disrupt the actions of the attacker;
— Act as aggressively as possible in order to try to kill the assassin;
— Throwing objects towards the attacker, using improvised weapons;
— Scream (Tab. 2) [1, 2].

HOW TO BEHAVE WHEN THE EMERGENCY SERVICES ARRIVES?
Based on the character of events involving an active shooter, one can determine their intention as an act of terror. The degree of challenge for the on-site personnel is affected by the attacker’s weapons of choice (i.e. firearms and explosive charges), dynamics of the situation, and the number of casualties the attacker is planning to cause. Additionally, the time of arrival of special units (SWAT, Special Weapons and Tactics Teams) will often be dependent on their combat readiness and plan of action.

First responders are officers who first arrive on the scene of an incident [5]. They are usually officers of the Police, Border Guard, Army, Military Police, or officers of other security services and institutions. The intervention of the emergency services is based on the priority of locating an active shooter and eliminating the threat posed. Execution of this task may also pose a threat to the victims of the attack. Until the perpetrator is eliminated, the victims are treated as potential assailants. Officers will check them for weapons and interrogate each subject. Evacuation will only be decided when it is safe.

The experience of previous years is confirmed by the situation in which the assassin disposes themselves of weapons, as well as camouflage clothing, and impersonates an innocent victim in order to confuse the emergency services and quickly leave the scene. During the implementation of rescue operations by armed officers, the following rules [7] should be observed:
— Do not run away and avoid sudden movements towards armed officers;
— Keep calm and follow their instructions;
— Do not make any violent movements;
— Keep your hands open, keeping them above your head without holding any objects (bags, jackets);
— Do not disobey the commands of armed officers;
— When exposed to tear gas, do not rub your eyes, and lie on the ground;
— When the order is issued, exit as quickly as possible without asking questions during the evacuation (Fig. 1–3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Rules of survival during active shooter or terrorist attack. Source: own study by M. Sip, M. Dabrowski, D. Rogozinski, B. Serniak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 × yes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do what the attacker(s) tell you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count your breaths to help keep calm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calm those under your care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive thinking regarding outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind set on survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calmly wait for help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask for permission to go to the toilet, open your bag or feed an infant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use the attackers name to make them feel that you are not just an object and that in fact you too are human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remember as much detail as possible regarding the attacker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When help arrives, wait for commands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The recent incidence of armed robbery in urban areas leads one to believe that such incidents will be dealt with more frequently. Thus, it is important to publicize the problem. In order to prevent casualties, preventive actions should be targeted towards response training such as simulation exercises and information campaigns. Such simulation exercises should include studying the area or complex of buildings in which the exercise is located, the creation of escape procedures and specific escape routes (at least two). Creation of an informative system for alerting staff and defining their roles and responsibilities is necessary [8]. Practice is essential for uniformed officers such as police patrol and SWAT teams. This training should also include classes in the recognition of gun-shot sounds, arrows, suspicious objects (Tab. 3), and finally, learning techniques of incapacitation when in confrontation with an assassin.

Another mitigation of action that will discourage attackers from potential attacks is by providing physical and electronic security measures (armed guards, metal detection gates, monitoring). In the event of an attack, the most important thing is to reduce the perpetrator’s movements, while allowing victims to escape. The time associated with the freedom of action of the attacker is associated with more victims [1]. This is difficult to achieve; the presence of safe indoor and outdoor spaces should be considered when designing the building.

Furthermore, the waiting time from being wounded to the arrival of help may be a factor when accounting for the number of deaths. Therefore, training in the scope of first aid or “Self-help” can significantly reduce the number of deaths until the arrival of the emergency services [9–13]. According to the principles of development and propagation of PAD (Publish Access Defibrillation) programs, it is important to emphasize the “Bleeding Control First Programs” (BCF). This may lead one to consider the importance of providing First Aid Kits with many dressings and tourniquets, bandages, hemostatic agents, and even some needles for tension pneumothorax decompressions [13].

**CONCLUSION**

When analyzing violence involving active shooters in recent years, there has been a noticeable increase in the incidence of attacks. It should be asked whether there is a risk of the occurrence of this type of event in Poland and whether citizens know how to behave

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Reaction to suspicious objects. Source: Own study by T. Sanak, M. Dabrowski</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>How to respond to suspicious objects</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not touch the object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not move the object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get away as far as possible from the object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warn others regarding the object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call the emergency services or call 112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in such circumstances. The current geopolitical situation in Europe and the increase in the occurrence of information about such events is a clear indicator to not downplay this problem but instead find innovative solutions. Information campaigns in the media, schools and academic campuses, and simulated scenarios involving active shooters are one of the preparatory approaches to such situations [8, 11]. The aims of high quality training are to increase skills and learn proper attitudes towards hazards. The dissemination of leaflets in public places with information regarding terrorist attack is another step in preparing the public for dangerous situations. These actions can make the public aware of the event they may be dealing with and, above all, show what rules to follow in order to increase their chances of survival.
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